Protect your company’s metal assets with proactive management of fine metal inventory, raw
material in process and precious metals scrap―wherever it’s located.

If you’re a wholesale trader and refiner of precious metals, it can be argued that nothing is more
fundamental to your business than a 100% accurate, on-demand metals inventory control solution. If at
any given time you don’t precisely know, down to the ounce, what you hold, there’s so much more you
don’t know. Do I have enough material or product to complete my commitments? What are my true yields? What are my losses?
A refiner’s inventory is fluid and aggregated from a number of different sources and categories. Without the right controls and
information, even the most diligent managers can see metal yields quickly spiral down. To fully understand your position―and
provide customers, on-demand, with a true real-time picture―you need automated processes that systematically categorize and
quantify your inventory based on location, account, asset class and metal types.
These systems also protect against metal losses are associated with (1) internal production, (2) assaying, (3)
scrap reclamation, (4) theft and (5) credit extended to less than credit-worthy businesses. By frequency of
occurrence, this order is about right; by severity of loss, it’s hard to tell. The five are inextricably woven. A
problem in one affects the others, and today’s difficult environment makes companies more vulnerable to all
five.

KNOW YOUR METALS POSITON WHEREVER MATERIAL IS HELD
Today’s best-of-breed Precious Metals Control Software provides real-time inventory information, helps
improve yields, prevents inventory shortages and pinpoints where material is being lost.
At any point in time―and regardless of where your metals are physically located: in your facility, at a thirdparty refiner, in a bank or other financial institution or at your customers on consignment basis―these
systems let you manage and track precious metal to the individual stock item level (bar, coin etc.), flawlessly
handle transfers in and out of vaults/depositories and movements between vaults/depositories, and upload
bar / stock lists from external sources (e.g., Banks) and other depositories.
The best precious metals control software can easily identify every ounce of precious metals by a variety of
variables, including:






Lot or contract number, source, arrival / departure date.
Its precise form; product, clean scrap, dirty scrap, sweeps, etc.
Exact location: inside the plant or at outside refiners, fabricators, banks and customers.
The person accountable for the safekeeping and return of the metal contained.
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The best metals inventory control software provides real-time information about your metals position
whether held in your vault, as work-in-progress (WIP) or held at banks, outside refiners or on consignment at customers.

On-demand availability of accurate, real-time position reports on where you stand now, where you were before and what is coming
up that might need attention are critical to your profitability. To the extent that your inventory control software provides this
information, you can potentially eliminate hours poring over documents and manually entering data into spreadsheets. What’s
more, the right software will help you identify and account for random error in inventory measurement, and protect against
unauthorized trading, theft and fraud.

INVENTORY AS A LIABILITY AND AN ASSET
Computer Associates (CAI) has been developing refining-specific business management software for over fifteen years. Our
association and involvement with organizations such as the International Precious Metals Institute (IPMI) has allowed us to stay on
the leading-edge of refining software solutions.
Our NAV for Refining is end-to-end business management software solution, based on Microsoft’s industry-leading Dynamics™
NAV Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). NAV for Refining includes a full-featured metals inventory solution precious metals
inventory control solution ideal for today’s refiner.
A refiner’s inventory is fluid and aggregated from a number of different sources and categories. Obtaining a true and reliable
picture of your metals position requires an evaluation of your inventory as both a Liability and an Asset, depending on whether or
not you have paid for the material.
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Inventory classified as liabilities include both Customer Pool or Toll Accounts and Unsettled Lots. Evaluating these by account or
account type provides an accurate, real-time picture for the refiner and his customer.
Inventory classified as assets can include Work in Process (WIP) that can be destined as a finished good or a House Lots to be
further refined. Finished goods, precious metals and House Lots are assets that must be categorized and quantified systematically
to ensure an accurate and detailed view. Categorization can include location, asset classes and metal types.
Evaluating refining inventory as both an asset and liability requires automated processes that mirror the movement of material as it
flows internally within the refining plant and as it transferred externally to others.

Asset by Inventory (Metal) Type

Asset by Inventory Location

REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS FOR METALS HELD IN A FOREIGN BANKS AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
Understanding your inventory and being able to generate reports on your metal position, particularly in pooled accounts held
offshore or at international financial institutions, may become more important than ever for refiners. The International Precious
Metals Institute (IPMI) recently reported that the IRS may soon require refiners to file a Report of Foreign Bank and Financial
Accounts (FBAR) for all metal pool accounts held in foreign banks.
FBARs have been around for some time and are part of the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970. In fact, since 1972 filing has been mandatory
for U.S. persons with a “financial interest” in “financial accounts” held in a foreign country.
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A financial interest generally refers to cash and securities, but they also include non-cash
assets. Further, the IRS deems an account with a financial institution that is located in a
foreign country to be a “financial account” for FBAR purposes whether the account holds
cash or non-monetary assets.
Precious metals companies are considered financial institutions for regulatory purposes.
However, with most metal transactions based on conventional accounts-payable and
accounts-receivable transactions, they do not involve a “financial account” and are, as such,
exempt from a number of Anti-Money Laundering (AML) regulations applicable only to
financial accounts.
Accounts not denominated in currency have not been considered
financial accounts, and in fact, most precious metals pool accounts are
denominated in units of weight e.g., troy ounces, grams, kilos).
IRS Form TD F 90-22.1
However, for the convenience of their investors, certain non-U.S. banks
may denominate precious metals pool accounts in currency, indicating both the weight and the value of the
metal. This small conversion can cause the commodities to be categorized by Treasury as financial assets held
in financial accounts and subject to FBAR requirements.
What remains to be seen is the extent to which the IRS will continue to blur the distinction between what is
and what is not a financial asset. If the IRS makes FBARs mandatory, failure to comply will carry stiff civil and
criminal penalties with fines up to 50 percent of the highest value of the unreported account. The bottom line
here is to be sure that your metals inventory control software can accurately track, down to the last ounce and
dollar, the amount and value of your precious metals pooled accounts in foreign financial institutions.

GREEN GOLD REQUIRES COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY TRACKING
The expansion of mining activities into remote and undeveloped ecosystems brings with it opportunities for
both the mining companies and the local communities. But with those opportunities come risks to the area’s
biodiversity. The mandate for accurate inventory data is also being driven by the new “green” economy, with
the emergence of the concept of “green gold”.
With many consumers and businesses becoming increasingly aware of the environmental impact of the products they buy, they now
look at the big picture, including manufacturing, transportation and even the sources of the raw materials in the items they buy. In
short, before they pull out the credit card, they’re considering the entire supply chain.
As a result, for some refiners, it’s no longer enough to know the percentage of recycled materials in the packaging. Your metals
inventory control software must be able to segment and manage “green” lots to avoid missing any business opportunities where
only green gold is specified.

MULTI-LANGUAGE, MULTI-CURRENCY SUPPORT FOR WHEREVER YOU DO BUSINESS
If you have international trading partners or plan to grow your business beyond national borders, your metals inventory control
software should support multiple languages and currencies.
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Sites located in different countries may also need a business management and inventory control solution that meets local legal,
regulatory and market requirements including industry-specific practices for bookkeeping, reports, and financial statements. Your
business management and inventory control should be localized to address individual market and business requirements.
Depending on where and with whom you operate, the language-enabled software should allow users to simply change the
language of the user interface screens while all functionality of the original software is unchanged.

NAV FOR REFINING SOFTWARE: MANAGE YOUR INVENTORY WITH 100% CONFIDENCE
Managing your inventory and knowing your exact metals position can give you a key advantage in every business situation.
Computer Associates' NAV for Refining software provides a complete Precious Metals Control System that lets you track and
transfer refining and finished goods inventory (i.e., bar, wire, shot, etc.) with 100% accuracy whether held in your own vault or
elsewhere.
With NAV for Refining, you get immediate, real-time information on your customer and house lots stored as Work-In-Process (WIP),
as well as your exact precious metals position at external locations, including banks, outside refiners or on consignment at your
customers' locations. What's more, NAV for Refining tracks and reports refining customer pool accounts as well as unsettled
customer lots.

NAV for Refining’s integrated set of software tools helps you operate more efficiently and profitably.
When a lot is received, the software lets you create a detailed production order, split lots and track
the movement of samples and other materials throughout the refining process.
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WORK SMARTER, FASTER AND MORE PROFITABLY WITH THE RIGHT SOFTWARE TOOLS
NAV for Refining is an end-to-end business software solution that enables precious metals refiners, mining companies, non-ferrous
metal recyclers and precious metals brokers to reduce operating costs, streamline processes and maximize customer service. This
comprehensive software has been adopted by many IPMI member organizations. NAV for Refining software helps you improve
efficiency and reduce costs with a host of refining-specific software modules:











Lot Control
Settlements / Contracts
Advances
Accountability
Metal on Account
Hedges
Business Intelligence
Green Initiatives
Accounting

POWERED BY MICROSOFT DYNAMICS™ ERP SOFTWARE
Based on Microsoft's Dynamics™ NAV Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software, NAV for Refining's integrated financial,
manufacturing, supply chain, sales and marketing and services management modules offer a user experience tailored to peoples’
roles within your organization—helping them work productively, make confident decisions and respond quickly to new marketplace
opportunities.

Computer Associates
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
Tel: (401) 232-2600
Fax: (401) 232-7778
www.caisoft.com/pm
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